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ABSTRACT

Drones are increasingly flying in sensitive airspace where their presence may cause harm, such as near airports, forest fires, large crowded events, secure buildings, and even jails. This problem is likely to expand given the rapid proliferation of drones for commerce, monitoring, recreation, and other applications. A cost-effective detection system is needed to warn of the presence of drones in such cases. In this paper, we explore the feasibility of inexpensive RF-based detection of the presence of drones. We examine whether physical characteristics of the drone, such as body vibration and body shifting, can be detected in the wireless signal transmitted by drones during communication. We consider whether the received drone signals are uniquely differentiated from other mobile wireless phenomena such as cars equipped with Wi-Fi or humans carrying a mobile phone. The sensitivity of detection at distances of hundreds of meters as well as the accuracy of the overall detection system are evaluated using software defined radio (SDR) implementation.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of inexpensive commercially available unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), drones are rapidly rising in popularity as a host of a wide class of applications ranging from commercial delivery [27], environment monitoring [2], photography [26], policing [81], fire fighting [73], just to name a few. However, with the rise in drone usage, there has also been a rise in incidents involving drones, such as mid-air collisions, damage to property, and violations of privacy.

In particular, drones are increasingly flying in sensitive airspace where their presence may cause harm, such as near airports, forest fires, large crowded events, and even jails. For example, Dubai airport, the third busiest airport in the world, reported that in 2016 it had to shut down three times to avoid unauthorized drone activity [16]. In 2015, drones were used to smuggle drugs and contraband into a Maryland prison [59]. A quadcopter crashed on the White House lawn [36], raising concerns about the safety of buildings and political leaders. The presence of drones has interfered with and grounded aircraft fighting forest fires [46]. Drone crashes have also disrupted sporting events such as the US Open tennis tournament as well as a World Cup skiing race [79, 15]. In fact, based on FAA data, more than 300 drone incidents were reported in California alone between April 2014 and Jan 2016 [74], which is equivalent of 15 incidents per month on average or 1 incident every two days.

A variety of approaches have been explored to interdict drones. These include shooting nets at the drones to tamper with their propeller to bring them down [66], using lasers to shoot down drones [78], spoofing GPS to confuse a drone’s localization system [33], hijacking the software of drones by hacking into them [58], using other drones to hunt down unauthorized drones [16], and even training eagles to attack and disable drones [4].

However, these interdiction strategies typically presume that the presence of the drone has already been detected. Recent work has sought to develop drone detection systems that leverage either microphone, camera, or radar to sense the presence of drones [23, 20, 1]. Each approach has its own limitations. Audio-based approaches can be confused by other sounds in noisy environments, has limited range, and cannot detect drones that employ noise canceling techniques [40]. Camera-based approaches require good lighting conditions, high quality lens, and camera with ultra-high resolution for detecting drones at long distance. Thermal and IR imaging cameras for long distance are prohibitively expensive and have limited coverage. Radio-frequency techniques based on active radar introduce RF interference. Geofencing is useful to prevent drones from flying into fixed areas known a priori as sensitive [74], but requires manufacturers to install such software and is less useful to prohibit drones from flying around temporary event venues (we refer readers to the related work Section 6 for thorough discussions of advantages and drawbacks of each approach).

In this paper, we consider an approach to detect the presence of drones by passively eavesdropping on the RF communication between a drone and its controller (Wi-Fi standard). Such communication mode often happens over standard unlicensed spectrum for which a low-cost COTS hardware can be utilized for observation. Prior work utilizing passive RF to identify drones has sought, for example, to detect the frequency of transmission, the MAC address of the drone, and the frequency of packet communication [19, 57, 53]. All these techniques suffer from various limitations, as described in the related work section, and none seek to discern whether...
physical signatures of the drone’s motion are manifested in the drone’s RF signal.

In this work, we investigate the fundamental aerodynamic and motion control mechanisms of drones to identify two key inherent types of movement of the drone’s body, namely body shifting caused by the spinning propellers and body vibration due to navigation and environmental impact corrections. We validate our hypothesis on the existence of such movements through empirical studies and then conduct a theoretical analysis on the characteristics of such movements. We also explore the feasibility of reconstructing such movement by using passive RF sensing. We then propose Matthan, a system that incorporates a number of algorithms to detect the presence of drone from both body vibration and shifting. It employs low cost software-defined radios (SDRs) to eavesdrop on Wi-Fi channels used in drone-to-controller communication. We demonstrate that this system can detect the physical signatures to uniquely identify an individual drone and effectively differentiate it from other mobile wireless devices at distances of hundreds of meters. Matthan is currently able to detect Wi-Fi embedded individual drones independently at any point in time. We are investigating detection of drones that communicate at other RF frequencies to identify multiple drones at the same time.

Our paper makes the following contributions. We

• identify the relationship between the drone controller’s compensation reaction and its body shifting
• identify a second frequency component in the RF signal that we attribute to the drone’s propellers
• show that both of these on-board physical phenomena are manifested in the received RF signal
• devise an algorithm to detect drones from their RF-based signature based on both body vibration and body shifting physical characteristics marked on the continuous data stream between drones and their controllers
• verify that this algorithm can detect drone signatures at Wi-Fi frequencies that are uniquely differentiated from other mobile Wi-Fi devices, such as cars and walking cellphone users
• confirm that this algorithm can operate at distances of hundreds of meters using a directional antenna with a 21 degree beamwidth
• discover that this algorithm could be used to begin differentiating the seven different drones tested

In the following, we first describe in Section 2 the basics of drone flight and validate, using sensors attached to the drone, that the drone vibrates at the propeller frequency and that body shifting causes correlated disturbances in the RF signal. In Section 3, we develop a model to explain the influence of both types of body motion on the RF signal, and present our drone detection algorithm, which utilizes both frequency analysis to detect body vibration in the RF signal and wavelet analysis to detect shifts in the drone during flight. We provide a performance evaluation in Section 4 considering different types of evidence, then conduct an analysis over a variety of drones, environments, and distances. We conclude the paper with a discussion of the current drawbacks of Matthan, related work, and a summary.

2. FUNDAMENTAL AERODYNAMICS AND PHYSICAL SIGNATURES OF DRONES

Matthan relies on the unique physical signatures that persist across drones to detect and differentiate them from other moving objects. In this section, we start by providing the background on aerodynamic principles that allows drones to move towards a desired direction or remain balanced while flying. We then derive two unique physical signatures, namely body shifting and body vibration, that are present on all drones that have propellers. We empirically prove the existence of such signatures and then perform a formal analysis to show how such signature can be captured from the radio signals that are emitted from the drones for communicating with their remote controller.

2.1 Drone Movement and Control Background

Drones or micro air vehicles (MAVs) can be made from a form of helicopter, an airplane, a multirotor or even a balloon. In that, helicopter and multirotors are the most common drones due to simplicity of manufacturing. As its name indicated, a multirotor [43] has multiple rotors with a much simpler flying control mechanism compared to that of a helicopter [31]. Instead of changing its wing’s pitch and speed using a complex rotor as found in helicopters to maintain balance and maneuver, a multirotor operates by simply changing its motors’ speed. Therefore, no complex mechanical parts is required. Partly due to this simplicity, multirotor-based drones are much more popular than their counterpart helicopters [45]. Since it has multiple similar rotors arranged symmetrically, a multirotor can keep its balance more easily even when it carries additional load (e.g. cameras, packages). The change in the center of mass can be tolerated by simply adjusting the rotors’ speed. These advantages of multirotor become even more significant when it comes to small-sized drones since integrating sophisticated controlling mechanics as in a helicopter requires a large form factor, increasing cost and size of the drone’s footprint. Therefore, most of today’s commercial drones are of the multirotor type and the same trend is predicted for the near future [63]. As a result, we focus on this type of drone in this paper.

Drone equilibrium conditions. The popular designs of multirotors include 4-, 6- and 8-rotors which are naturally termed quadcopter, hexacopter and octocopter respectively. The most popular one is the quadrotor, which has four similar propellers arranged in either “x” configuration or “+” configuration with equal distance from its the center of mass. The rotation direction of each propellers depends on its relative position. Let the indexes of the propellers be numbered sequentially from #1 to #4. If the propeller #1 rotates clockwise, for example, the ones #2 and #4 will rotate counter-clockwise while #3 will rotate clockwise as illustrated in Figure 1. To facilitate our analysis in the remaining sections of this paper, let $\omega_i$ with $i = 1...n$ be the rotation speed of each propeller. Without losing the generality, we only focus on analyzing quadrotors ($n = 4$).

Let $F_i$ with $i = 1...4$ be the forces generated by the propellers $i$ and $m$ be the mass of the quadrotors. Since the quadrotor is symmetric, if $L$ is the distance between the center of the quadrotor and each propeller, the moment generated by each propeller is calculated by $M_i = L \cdot F_i$. In an ideal environment, in order to keep balance and remain
in equilibrium state, the quadrotor must obey these four physical conditions:

1. \( \sum_{i=1}^{4} F_i = -mg \) (Equilibrium of forces),
2. \( \sum_{i=1}^{4} F_i \parallel g \) (Equilibrium of directions),
3. \( \sum_{i=1}^{4} M_i = 0 \) (Equilibrium of moments), and
4. \( (\omega_1 + \omega_2) - (\omega_3 + \omega_4) = 0 \) (Equilibrium of rotation speeds).

If one or more of those conditions are violated, the quadrotor will leave equilibrium state and start making movement as depicted in Figure 1. Two reference systems are used to represent the position and orientation of the quadrotor. The inertial reference system, i.e. the Earth frame (denoted \( x, y, z \)-axes) provides the absolute linear position of the quadrotor; and the quadrotor reference system, i.e. the Body frame (denoted \( x_B, y_B, z_B \)-axes) gives the angular position with three Euler angles. Roll angle \( \phi \), Pitch angle \( \theta \) and Yaw angle \( \psi \) determine the rotation of the quadrotor around the \( x, y, z \)-axes respectively.

**Drone maneuvering conditions.** Any movement of a quadrotor can be created by a combination of four basic movements: roll rotation, pitch rotation, yaw rotation and altitude change. Each of these movements is created by briefly violating the above equilibrium conditions by applying proper angular speeds to each propeller, \( \omega_{1-4} \). For example, to create a roll rotation, \( \omega_1 \) must be applied such that \( (\omega_1 + \omega_4) - (\omega_2 + \omega_3) \neq 0 \). Similarly, to generate a pitch rotation, the drone needs to change the angular speeds of different rotors such that \( (\omega_1 + \omega_2) - (\omega_3 + \omega_4) \neq 0 \). To move the drone up and down, the rotation speeds should be changed to adjust the thrust force \( F \) so that \( \sum_{i=1}^{4} F_i \neq -mg \).

### 2.2 Body Shifting and Body Vibration as Drone’s Physical Signatures

Many different controllers have been introduced in the literature following aforementioned principles, including PID \([72, 21, 83, 8] \), back-stepping \([41, 82] \), nonlinear H∞ \([62] \), LQR \([8] \), and nonlinear controllers with nested saturation\([12, 24] \), to stabilize and maneuver drones. Beside taking the desired direction as inputs, these controllers also need to take into account the impacts of the unpredictable environments, such as wind, and the inaccuracy of its sensors and actuators. Since these factors are nondeterministic and occur often, the controller needs to frequently react to and compensate for them, causing undesirable physical movement of the drone. In particular, the undesirable movements can be the result of the controller’s reaction to (a) an environmental change, e.g., a gust of wind, a magnetic storm; (b) numerical errors inside control loop of the drone itself, e.g., the imperfection of converting from speed of rotation to the exact targeted pitch, roll, yaw angles \([31, 32, 9] \); and (c) by the vibration caused by propeller’s movement \([31] \). We leverage these undesirable yet persistent movements as unique signatures of drones, which can be used to differentiate a drone from other moving objects. The movements of interest fall into two main categories: the drone’s body shifting and the drone’s body vibration.

**Drone body shifting.** Body shifting occurs as a sequence of discrete events. Figure 2 illustrates the drone’s body movement caused by wind (a, b) as the result of a rebalancing effort from the drone’s controlling mechanism (c, d). Beside the drifting its body does due to the effect of environmental conditions, the drone body also usually changes its body orientation and direction when it flies. The angular velocity of the rotor \( i \), denoted \( \omega_i \), creates force \( F_i \) in the direction of the rotor’s axis. The angular velocity and acceleration of the rotor also need to create torque \( \tau_{Mi} \) around the rotor axis: \( F_i = k_\omega \omega_i^2 \), \( \tau_{Mi} = b \omega_i^2 + I_M \omega_i^3 \), where \( \omega_i \) is the rotation speed of rotor \( i \), \( k \) is the lift constant, \( b \) is the drag constant, the inertial movement of the rotor is \( I_M \). The impact from \( \omega_i^3 \) is usually small and thus it is omitted. When the wind creates an additional force that changes the balance of the drone, the drag force now becomes \( \tau_{Mi} + \Delta F_i \). To make the drone return to a stable state, the propeller on the right side will speed up to create an additional force \( \Delta F_2 \), \( \Delta F_2 \approx \Delta F_2 \) against the force generated by the wind. When the drone is balanced, if the additional force \( \Delta F \) stays longer than expected, it creates a side effect to the drone body that makes the drone unbalanced again. Next, the controlling algorithm will change the propeller speed expecting the drone to go to the balanced state. This process will be repeated and take several iterations until the drone gets to its equilibrium. We consider this behavior to be one signature of a flying drone that can be used to distinguish it from other flying objects, e.g., birds. Because of the waveform’s resemblance to a wavelet, this stimulated our interest in developing a wavelet-based detector for drone body shifting, as explained later.

**Drone body vibrations.** The drone body is vibrated within a certain frequency range and such vibrations are usually caused by the rotation of its propellers \([31, 32] \). In the literature, several works have been conducted to analyze the vibration of helicopters caused by their propeller’s rotation \([38, 39, 40] \). The resulting vibration is the vector sum of vertical, longitudinal, and lateral vibrations. More specifically, in forced vibration, the frequency of the vibration is close to the frequency of the force or motion applied, and the magnitude of the vibration depends on the actual mechanical system \([5] \). The steady-state solution of the forced vibration system with damping subjected to a sinusoidal force \( F(t) = F \sin(2\pi ft) \) can be expressed as \( x(t) = X \sin(2\pi ft + \phi) \), where \( x(t) \) is the vibration func-
taking, $X$ is the amplitude of the vibration, $f$ is the vibration frequency, which is the same as the engine operating speed, and $\phi$ is the phase.

Thus far, we have discussed two types of drone’s inherent body movements that happen when the drone is flying. However, these types of movement are unexplored in the literature. To validate our hypothesis, we conduct a set of experiment to validate the drone body shifting and body vibration signatures. We also conduct a feasibility check to confirm whether an RF-based technique can be used to detect the drone by observing its signatures.

### 2.3 Preliminary Validation of Drone Body Movements

This section presents a set of experiments to validate the signatures of the drone as mentioned earlier. We conduct two main experiments to explore the body movement characteristics of the drone using (1) inertial measurement units (IMUs) and (2) a wireless sensing hardware. In the first experiment, we attach external IMUs, to the drone’s frame underneath each propeller to capture the drone’s body movements. Secondly, we also attach firmly a 2.4 GHz wireless transmitting antenna to the drone. The RF signal from the transmitter is captured by a wireless receiver placed 2 meters apart. The goal here is to validate whether the drone body movements are observable by analyzing the received wireless samples. We present results here from experiments conducted for the Parrot Bebop [56] in an indoor environment. Similar confirmation was obtained using the DJI Phantom [22].

#### 2.3.1 Validating Drone Body Movements using IMUs

We inspected behaviors of the drone including taking off, hovering, and flying. The drone is augmented with 4 IMUs (MPU 9150 [69]) each of which is mounted beneath propeller. The data from these IMUs are gathered by an Arduino Pro Mini board [3] and then are sent to a computer via Bluetooth Module HC-05 [7]. A camera was also used to record the start, the end, and the movement of the drone during testing sessions. The objectives of the experiments are to answer the following questions: (a) Does the drone vibrate and move its body when flying as predicted in the previous analysis?, (b) What are the frequencies of such vibrations and movement patterns?, (c) When there is no wind, will the drone body shifting still persist?

The spectrogram of the collected signal is shown in Figure 3. There are two dominant frequencies that are observable from the data. The low frequency (less than 10Hz) components happen at 10$^\text{th}$ (s), 20$^\text{th}$ (s), 32$^\text{th}$ (s), 40$^\text{th}$ (s), and 53$^\text{th}$ (s), which correspond to the drone’s body shifting (confirmed from recorded videos). In addition, the second dominant frequency at 50$^\text{th}$ to 70$^\text{th}$ Hz represents the vibration frequency of the drone body caused by propellers. These results answer the first two questions we mentioned earlier, that the drone constantly vibrates and create iterative body shifting when it flies. The observed data also shown that the body vibration and body shifting can happen at the same time at some moments.

To answer the third question, we setup a closed indoor experiment where wind is blocked to a minimal level and the drone circles within a small room. Analyzing the captured IMU data in both time and frequency domain gives us two conclusions: the drone body vibration is still present from the IMU data even without wind; and the body shifting still happens during the time the drone tries to adjust its pitch and yaw angles to fly in a circular shape. Such drone body movements happen when the drone tries to change its pitch, roll, and yaw angles. In summary, we empirically confirmed that the drone body is shifted even in a windless environment, and the drone body continuously vibrates when it flies. In the next subsection, we will conduct another experiment to validate whether those movements can be captured using RF signals.

#### 2.3.2 Feasibility Check: Capturing Drone Body Movements using RF Signals

We conduct the second set of experiments to check the feasibility of capturing the drone movements using RF signals. A wireless transmission antenna is attached to the drone. A wireless receiving antenna is placed at a fixed location to capture the signal sent from the transmitter (which is attached to the drone as illustrated in Figure 4). We used USRP B200 mini software-defined radios (SDR) [77] to control the transmitter and receiver antennas. The antennas are connected to USRP SDRs through cables of 6m length. The transmitter antenna emits a single tone wireless signal at 2.4 GHz when the drone is flying. The key idea is to capture the change in RSSI and phase of the transmitted single tone signal to infer the drone body movements. In addition, we also attached the IMUs to the drone and collect the data as the ground truth. The objectives of this experiment are to answer the following questions: Do received wireless samples correspond to the movements of the drone (a) for body shifting? and (b) for body vibration?

![Figure 3: An example illustrates the movement captured by IMUs attached to the Bebop drone.](image)

![Figure 4: The setup for the indoor environment.](image)

The results showed that it is possible to capture body shifting and body vibration in the RF domain. First, in Figure 5, we plot the raw data obtained from accelerometer...
data and the phase of the received RF signal. Note that the SDR listens to a WiFi band and demodulates the signal to baseband, after which we compute the FFT. As shown in the figure, the body shifting peaks corresponding to turning are clearly identifiable and correlated on both accelerometer and RF data.

![Power Spectral Density](image)

**Figure 5:** Signals captured by the IMU and from RF.

3. MATTHAN DRONE PRESENCE DETECTION

We design Matthan, a system that detects the abovementioned body movements, namely body shifting and body vibration, by passively listening on the radio channels that the drone is using to communicate with its remote controller. A number of algorithms are introduced to capture such miniature physical signatures and to identify if it is coming from a drone. In the following subsection, we first formally define our problem and identify challenges in realizing such a system. We then present the body vibration detection method and body shifting detection method before describing a fusion algorithm that combines the two types of movements into a single classifier.

3.1 Problem Formulation

To detect the presence of drones, Matthan listens to the channel that is used by the drones to communicate with its remote controller. Let the signal broadcast by the drone to its remote control be \( t(t) \) at time \( t \). The signal Matthan received by listening is \( \tilde{r}(t) \). Since the movements of interest are at frequencies that are a few orders of magnitude lower than the carrier frequency or the data rate, \( \tilde{r}(t) \) can be filtered to obtain only the low frequency components. Let \( r\tilde{f}(t) \) be the filtered signal. We then have:

\[
r\tilde{f}(t) = q(t) + \eta(t)
\]

where \( q(t) \) is the signal that contains the drone body shifting and body vibration, and \( \eta(t) \), which is the environment noise. After removing the DC components, \( \eta(t) \) becomes a signal with zero-mean and some variance. Previous experiments show that the drone body vibration happens continuously over a specific range of frequencies when the drone is flying. In addition, we also found that the drone body shifting has a form that is close to a wavelet \( \psi(t) \) due to the characteristic of its rebalancing and control loop mechanisms. Hence, the drone signal \( q(t) \) can be written as:

\[
q(t) = \psi(t) + X\sin(2\pi ft + \phi)
\]

where \( \psi(t) \) is the function representing the drone body shifting, \( \psi(t) \) is the function containing different dominant single tone cosine signals that have amplitude \( A(\psi) \), frequency \( f(\psi) \), and phase \( \phi(\psi) \). And \( X, \phi, \) and \( f \) are the amplitude, phase, and frequency of the drone body vibration. In summary, the key objectives of Matthan are to identify the drone body shifting \( (A(\psi), f(\psi), \phi(\psi)) \) and the drone body vibration \( (X, \phi, f) \).

- **Challenges.** However, accurate and robust drone detection based on RF signals is hard due to the following challenges:

  1. **Movements-RF translation.** The drone body shifting and movement information are buried in the wireless signal. This limits the maximum detection range that can be obtained from the system at different environment.

  2. **The body shifting can happen at different scales.** Different drones creates different types of body shifting according to their controlling mechanism and accuracy as well as their physical characteristics (weight, structures, and etc.). The signal can be detected at different magnitudes as well as frequencies. However, the shape of the body shifting signal stays relatively constant. We propose a wavelet based technique that is resilient to the scale and magnitude of the physical body shift.

  3. **Interference from static APs.** The drone may communicate at the same frequency channel with the wireless APs in the environment. The detection algorithm should be able to distinguish between the signals from the static APs and the signal from the drone. The solution for the next challenge is used to solve this problem.

  4. **Interference from mobile APs.** A mobile AP carried by a human walking or an embedded AP on a moving vehicle, e.g. bus, could create similar wireless signals as the drone, which could affect the detection results (assuming the AP operates at the same frequency with the drone’s communication channel). We propose a technique that differentiates the drone from other static or mobile APs based on identifying the body vibration of the drone using RF.
5) Environment noise. The noisy and heterogeneous environment makes the problem much more challenging. We introduce an evidence-based classifier to make the detection more robust. The drone presence is detected based on the availability of multiple lines of evidence that uniquely identify the physical characteristics of the drone (i.e., body shifting and body vibration).

6) Variety of drones. Drones vary in terms of having different numbers of propellors, weights, sizes, speeds, and communication mechanisms. We present a confusion matrix showing that Matthan’s detection approach is promising in terms of discriminating among the specific set of drones that we tested.

3.2 Drone Detection Algorithm

In this section, we present Matthan’s detection algorithms. Since the drone body shifting happens at different scales and environments, it can be detected at different magnitudes as well as frequencies. However, the shape of the signal stays relatively constant. We propose a wavelet-based technique that is resilient to the scale and magnitude of the physical body shift. In addition, we design a Fourier analysis to detect the drone body vibration. We then design an evidence-based algorithm taking the input from wavelet and Fourier analysis to make the final decision.

3.2.1 Drone Body Shifting Detection

We use wavelet analysis to detect the drone body shifting. A wavelet is a wave-like oscillation with an amplitude that begins at zero, increases, and then decreases back to zero. Wavelets are especially good at capturing brief oscillations. From the results of our experiment (Sec. 2.2), the behavior of the drone body shifting is similar to the form of a wavelet. This characteristic will result in high coefficients when multiplying the wireless signal \( r(t) \) with scaled versions of the mother wavelet.

The wavelet, denoted by \( w(t) \), maintains local information in both the time and frequency domains. It is defined as a waveform that satisfies the following condition: \[ \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} w(t) \, dt = 0. \] The Wavelet Transform \[ W(s, p) \] uses as the wavelet that satisfies the condition of dynamic scaling and shifting function, \( w_{s, p} \).

\[
w_{s, p}(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} w\left(\frac{t - p}{s}\right)
\]

where \( w_{s, p}(t) \) are the integrated and integral transformation signal, \( s \) is the scale and \( p \) is the shift parameter, which can also be the central location of the wavelet in the time domain. The wavelet can be stretched and translated with flexible windows by adjusting \( s \) and \( p \), respectively. The wavelet transform of the wireless received samples \( r(t) \) using transform coefficient \( W(s, p) \) is calculated as following:

\[
W(s, p) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} r(t) \overline{w_{s, p}(t)} \, dt
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{\sqrt{s}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} r(t) \overline{w_{s, p}}\left(\frac{t - p}{s}\right) \, dt
\]

where \( \overline{w_{s, p}}(t) \) represents the complex conjugate of \( w_{s, p}(t) \). The result of the wavelet transform gives us a correlation function of the template signal at different scales (frequency bands) in both the time and frequency domains. As in Equation 4, the correlation function \( W(s, p)(t) \) has two main features as follows. (1) The time resolution is high with high frequencies while the frequency resolution is high with low frequency signals. When multiplying the high frequency component of the signal with the high frequency of the wavelet, the correlation result will indicate the exact location where it happens. This can be used to identify the very first body shifting event created by the drone. (2) As the wavelet has local existence in both time and frequency domain, the point of discontinuity in the signal can be detected with high sensitivity. As the discontinuity (generated by body shifting) is considered as an event and happens quickly in time, the result of correlation with high frequency wavelet will be readily captured.

Let \( W_m(s, p) \), \( W_v(s, p) \), and \( W_n(s, p) \) be the wavelet transform coefficients of the signal caused by the drone body shifting, drone body vibration, and the noise, respectively. The wavelet transform coefficient of the sum of the signals is calculated as follows:

\[
W_{m+v+n}(s, p) = W_m(s, p) + W_v(s, p) + W_n(s, p)
\]

Because of the linearity property, the coefficients of the wavelet transform enable us to precisely identify the body shifting event in the time domain when there is a signal discontinuity. As the drone body vibration and the noise are quite constant over time, these behaviors decay quickly after different levels of scaling, leaving the body shifting component. The wavelet transform coefficients then give us two valuable pieces of information for event detection: the location and the duration of each body shifting event. Figure 7 (top) depicts the results of the wavelet transform at 64 scales of the received wireless samples where the drone body shifting events are correctly identified.

To identify exact time and frequency of the drone body shifting, Matthan decomposes the signal into a sequence of sub-frequency bands and approximates the energy of each frequency band. Energy of each sub-frequency is calculated as following:

\[
\xi_i = \int |f_i(t)|^2 \, dt = \sum_{k=1}^{n} |f_k(t)|^2
\]

where \( f_i(t) \) is the signal of i frequency band, \( f_k(t) \) is its discrete value. The system compares the energy of each frequency band, then reconstructs the coefficient of special sub frequencies that have enough energy and contain the frequency of drone body shifting.

The center of the signal can be calculated according to the definition of the gravitational center in mechanics, namely
the center of the body shifting event in time is given as:

$$t_{\text{center}} = \frac{\int \|f(t)f(t)\|^2 dt}{\int \|f(t)\|^2 dt}$$

(7)

Then, the width of the window function of the STFT can be calculated from the central point to the point where the coefficient value \(W_{s,p}\) drops down to the noise band. Hence, the above results gives us the time center and the width of the function. We then perform STFT to analyze the frequency distribution resulting from STFT identifies the function. We then can perform STFT to analyze the above results gives us the time center and the width of the function.

3.2.2 Drone Body Vibration Detection

As seen earlier in Figure 3, the drone’s vibration creates a periodic signal that is well-reflect in the FFT-based spectrogram. Conversely, a wavelet transform that is better-suited for capturing transitory phenomena such as a body shifting event is not well-suited for drone vibration detection. Consequently, we employ a frequency domain approach to identifying the presence of the drone’s vibration signal. Recall that the wireless signal component that is affected by the drone body vibration has the form of \(X \sin(2\pi ft + \phi)\). From the received wireless sample \(r(t)\), an efficient approximation of the drone’s vibration frequency is to identify the dominant frequency component that has maximum power spectrum density (PSD) through the STFT. Then, the approximation of the drone’s vibration frequency \(f_v\) is as follows:

$$f_v = \max_{[f_{\min}\rightarrow f_{\max}]} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N} r_f(t)e^{-j2\pi ft_k} \right)^2$$

(8)

where \(N\) is the number of samples. After \(f\) is estimated, it can be used to estimate the amplitudes and phases of different frequency channels using the following:

$$X = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} r_f(t) e^{j2\pi ft_k} \text{ and } \phi = \arctan \left( \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} r_f(t) \cos(2\pi ft_k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{N} r_f(t) \sin(2\pi ft_k)} \right)$$

In this way, the system obtains the desired quantities \([X, \phi, f]\).

3.2.3 Evidence-Based Drone Detection Algorithm

We design an algorithm to determine if a drone is present by first gathering evidence from multiple sources that relate to drone body shifting and vibration, then combine these sources of evidence to form a binary classifier. The overview structure of Matthan is illustrated in Figure 8.

**Figure 8: Overview architecture of Matthan.**

- **Evidence #1: Moving Object.** The first evidence to collect is the presence of a moving object using RF signals. This of course is not a unique indication of a drone but of any moving object such as a human walking while carrying a phone or a phone inside a car. Matthan calculates the standard deviation of the received wireless signal and compares it with the standard deviation of the environment at the time of initialization. The standard deviation of the signal without moving objects, denoted by \(\delta_0\), is an environment independent quantity [76] and it represents the received signal changes caused by electronic noise. Received signals are dominated by quantization errors and electronic noise. Therefore, the signal follows a Gaussian distribution with zero-mean after DC removal [76]. On the other hand, when the drone or other moving object is in the environment, the received signals are expected to follow the distribution of multipath fading because it dominates the other noise sources. A log-normal, Ricean, or Rayleigh distribution is expected to represent the distribution of the collected data with such multipath affects. As a result, the comparison between the standard deviation of the signal at test and \(\delta_0\) can be done to confirm this evidence.

- **Evidence #2: Drone Body Shifting.** As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the drone body shifting event serves as one of the main indications of drone presence detection. Since the shifting follows a certain pattern in space, it can be amplified and detected using wavelet transformation. We use Mexican hat wavelet [67] as the template of comparison because this wavelet has a similar waveform to the drone’s body shifting event shown before. It is important to note that the speed (i.e. how fast it shifts) and amplitude (i.e. how much it moves) of the shifting might vary from one movement to another. Therefore, our evidence confirmation method must be designed to detect a specific range of speeds (i.e. frequency) and amplitudes (i.e. wavelet scale). We propose a two-step process for confirming the body shifting by looking at the signal from both frequency and wavelet domains. In particular, we (1) acquire the frequency of the body shifting as shown in Section 3.2.1. We then (2) compare the waveform of the shifting with the template by calculating the coefficient between the two using the Dynamic Time Wrapping technique [28, 75]. The evidence is confirmed when the frequency is less than 5Hz and the coefficient is under a preset threshold. This threshold is determined by the practical possible range of body shifting amplitude.

- **Evidence #3: Coefficient Invariance:** This evidence is to confirm that the body shifting is a discrete event that is similar to the template. The intuition for this evidence stems from the fact that body shifting movements are unexpected and non-uniform events triggered by various environmental and electronic artifacts. As a result, two or more consecutive body shifting motions are not expected to be similar. As one of the wavelet transformation properties, coefficient invariance can be used to confirm if a template is present on a trunk of signal once and only once. In particular, the coefficients are retained and even enhanced as the transformation scale increases [13] for each body shifting event. Hence, if the signal is of the template form and non-repetitive for 4 consecutive body shifting cycles, the body shifting event is confirmed. In short, the coefficient invariance evidence is confirmed if the coefficient magnitude monotonically increases across multiple body shifting events detected by evidence #2 as the transformation scale increases.
Evidence #4: Temporal Consistency: While the previous evidence (#3) can capture the discontinuity and repetitive of an event, it could also introduce false positive by counting short and discrete surges of signals caused by noises in the environment. This evidence is introduced to address this very issue. The key idea is to observe the spread of the signal at different sampling rates. As the sampling rate reduces, the coefficient of the noise (discrete surges) decays because the wireless samples that represent the surges are reduced or disappear. Let \( t_1 \) be the spread of the signal at sampling rate \( f_{s1} \), \( t_2 \) be the spread of the signal at sampling rate \( f_{s2} \), \( f_1 > f_2 \). \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) can be approximated from the spread of the wavelet coefficient that is over the threshold. Wavelet decomposition [44] is used to collect this evidence. If \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) at two consecutive levels of decomposition are close to each other, the evidence is confirmed.

Evidence #5: Event Singularity: As the fluctuation of the drone is in the wavelet pattern, the direction of fluctuation is very unique. The direction of the body shifting can be obtained by the sign of extremum of the wavelet coefficients. The direction must be changed between two consecutive extrema at the same frequency with that of the body shifting at different levels of decomposition. To confirm the fluctuation is from the drone body, the sign of the extremum coefficient needs to alternate while the magnitudes of coefficients remain similar. While evidence #2 shows the similarity of the signal representing body shifting and the template, evidences #3 and #4 make sure there is no false positive due to the noises in the RF domain, evidence #5 confirms that the change of body shifting behavior should cross-interleave the balance state.

Evidence #6: Drone Body Vibration: As shown in subsection 3.2.2, the drone body vibration is observable through a short-time Fourier analysis. The evidence is obtained when maximum power distribution of the peak frequency belongs to the range of drone’s body vibration. This evidence is used to identify the drone versus other interference sources such as mobile AP carrying by a walking user or the embedded AP on a moving vehicle.

The different forms of evidence are collected at each time window. The decision is made based on the number of forms of evidence that are confirmed on each window. We sort the evidence based on their uniqueness as the signature for drones. All the evidence is combined linearly for the final decision of detection. That is, Matthan concludes a drone is present only when all the forms of evidence are confirmed. In Section 4, we show the contribution of each form of evidence to the accuracy of Matthan.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental Setup

We implement Matthan using the SDR USRP B200 mini [77]. The USRP board is sampled at 100kHz to collect wireless samples from the drone’s communication channel. The USRP board is configured as a receiver connecting to a 2.4GHz 20dBi gain directional antenna [37]. The wireless samples collected from USRP are sent to a laptop for data processing and filtering. The Wi-Fi channel of the drone’s communication is identified by Wi-Fi Analyzer [25]. This application provides the channel ID and frequency for listening to the drone’s communication. The collected data are stored in binary files and further processed using MATLAB.

We conducted experiments in three different environments including a parking lot in the downtown of a city (urban), a soccer field inside our university (campus), and an open field (sub-urban) as depicted in Figure 9. In each environment, the data are collected when the drone is flying at different distances with respect to our receiver. We collect data at the maximum distance of 100m, 200m, and 600m in urban, campus, and sub-urban environments, respectively. The drone is controlled to take off and hover within the coverage area of the antenna receiver’s beam during all experiments.

The experiment was conducted on 7 different drones of different models and manufacturers as shown in Figure 10, including the Parrot Bebop [56], Protocol Drone One Special Edition [60], Sky Viper [68], Swift Stream [70], Parrot AR Drone [55], Protocol Galileo Stealth [61], and DJI Phantom [22]. The Bebop, Drone One, Skype Viper, AR Drone, and DJI Phantom send Wi-Fi signals from the Wi-Fi card mounted on their body for either controlling the channel or streaming video. Protocol Galileo Stealth and Swift Stream emit Wi-Fi signals from the plug-n-play cameras came with the drones.

Figure 9: Testing locations: (a) Urban (Parking area), (b) University campus, and (c) Sub-urban

Figure 10: Drones used during experiments

To test whether the drone’s RF signal could be differentiated from those of other mobile wireless devices, we also
Figure 11: Detection accuracy with increasing forms of evidence.
evaluated two other scenarios when a mobile AP was carried inside a moving vehicle or by a walking person. First, the user configures a mobile device to create a Hotspot (mobile AP) to emit Wi-Fi signals. We use another mobile phone (client phone) to connect to the mobile AP. The client phone streams Youtube video continuously. We asked the user to carry both client and the mobile AP to walk around at a distance of 50m away from the wireless system. Secondly, the client and mobile AP are placed inside a vehicle which moves around in the coverage area of the wireless system at a distance of 50m to 100m away. The vehicle is moving at 20 mph (32 km/h) speed. In both scenarios, the mobile AP and client are always within the coverage area of the system.

Figure 12: Detection accuracy at different distances.

Figure 13: Detection accuracy at long distances.

4.2 Evaluation Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Matthan at different distances (from 10m to 600m), with 7 different types of drones, and at different environmental setups (urban, campus, sub-urban). We use accuracy, precision and recall as the performance metrics for evaluation. The accuracy, precision, and recall are calculated from True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN). The calculations are given as follows: accuracy = \( \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \), precision = \( \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \), and recall = \( \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \).

4.2.1 Detection Performance vs. Number of Evidences

As stated in Section 3, Matthan makes detection decision by collecting evidences that are resulted from its analysis of the collected wireless samples.

We run the evaluation on the segmented data set of 600 segments of 10 seconds data (300 segments of drone’s presence and 300 other segments from the environment, human walker carrying mobile AP, and mobile AP inside a moving car). This data is collected when the Bebop is at 50m distance from the Matthan system. The performance of detection is shown in Figure 11 in which the evidence IDs are corresponding to the IDs presented in Section 3. As can be seen, the accuracy of the system is as low as 83.7% when the system uses only the first form of evidence to detect the drone. More importantly, the system obtained a precision of detection around 78.9%. Such performance is not really usable for reliable detection. So, the first evidence only helps to detect the drone in an environment where the system receives minimal interference from other Wi-Fi sources. However, based on this evidence, Matthan cannot detect the drone within environments that contain a large amount of interference. When more evidences are combined, the performance increases significantly. More specifically, we can observe how the false positive rate diminishes and precision correspondingly rises as more evidences are integrated. Initially, the precision of the system is as low as 78.9% with only one part of evidence and increases successively to 86.7% once the first five forms of evidence are considered. Matthan does not recognize all of the wireless samples representing a human carrying an AP or a mobile AP inside a car as drone data because the standard deviations of the wireless samples in these cases are sometime smaller than the detection threshold. From our observations, the standard deviations of the signal in these scenarios are only incorrectly identified as the signal from the drone only when the user goes toward or backward Matthan (with distance less than 5m). Finally, when the vibration detection is considered (evidence #6), the overall precision rises to 92.2% (corresponding with 93.9% of accuracy and 95.6% for recall). This result is obtained due to the fact that the last evidence is well-represented for the uniqueness of drone’s body vibration in the environment.

4.2.2 Impact of distance

We also analyze the impact of the distance between the detection system and the drone on Matthan’s performance. The evaluation is conducted for both short and long distances. At short distances, we analyze the performance of the system when the drone is from 10m to 100m away. Bebop data from the urban environment experiment is presented for this analysis. At each location, 600 segments of data are analyzed (300 segments of drone’s presence). All 6 forms of evidence are used to calculate the results of detection. The results are shown in Figure 12. The system obtained up to 96.5% of accuracy, 95.9% of precision and 97% of recall when the drone is 10m away from the detection system. When the distance increases, the performance of the detection falls to 89.4% of accuracy, 86.7% of precision and 93% of recall at 100m. Note that with audio-based detection techniques, the most recent report shows that the
drones are correctly detected with distance less than 30m, and this technique completely fails with distance more than 50m [29]. Similarly, video techniques can be performed for detection at distances less than 50m with large drones [65, 64].

The Matthan’s performance is further evaluated when the distance between the drone and Matthan is from 200m to 600m. We used a sub-urban data set for this evaluation. We used 200 segments (100 segments with drones’ presence) at each distance to evaluate the system. Figure 13 shows the performance of Matthan at these longer distances. The system obtained 84.9% of accuracy, 81.5% of precision, and 90.3% of recall at 600m distance. We were limited to 600m due to the space constraints of the testing location, but hope to find another venue with greater range.

4.2.3 Impact of environmental setup

We also evaluate the impact of the environment noise to Matthan’s performance. We use the 50m data set from the Bebop drone at three locations (urban, campus, and sub-urban) for this evaluation. The impact of mobile APs is also taken into account. One half of the data set are from the drone, another half includes the data from the environmental noises and human carrying a mobile AP. The data from mobile APs inside the campus environment is not available because we cannot drive a car inside the campus. The results of drone detection are shown in Figure 14. We use 600 segments of data and 300 segments from the drone’s presence. The system obtained the best performance in the sub-urban environment as this area has little effects from environmental noise as well as multi-path reflection. The system can achieve up to 96.7% of accuracy, 95.9% and 97.3% of precision and recall, respectively. The campus environment has a number of wireless access points operating over different Wi-Fi channels, and hence it is found that the drone communication channel usually interferes with other static APs in the campus environment. At the time of the experiment, there were 16 Wi-Fi APs in the same vicinity using Wi-Fi Analyzer app [25]. Therefore, the system creates more false alarms (false positive) in the campus environment compared with urban and sub-urban environments. However, Matthan still performs 92% of accuracy, 88.7% of precision and 96.3% of recall in the most interfering environment (campus).

4.2.4 Impact of time budget

Detecting the drone is also challenging due to the limited time budget within which the drone flies across the detection system. We are interested in analyzing the detection accuracy of Matthan with different time budgets for detection. The key motivation is to understand the performance when the drone stays longer inside the coverage area. We use the data set from the Bebop drone at 50m distance in an urban environment for this evaluation. We use 600 segments of data with 300 segments from the drone’s presence. We increase the duration of each measurement (segment) from 10s to 60s, and a decision is made for each segment. Figure 15 shows the performance obtained for different time budgets. Matthan obtains up to 95.5% of accuracy with 60s budget of detection. The accuracy and recall increase as we give more time for Matthan to make a decision, unlike the precision.

4.2.5 Performance across different drones

We evaluate the performance of Matthan for different types of drones including Parrot Bebop [56], Protocol Dronium One Special Edition [60], Sky Viper [68], Swift Stream [70], Parrot AR Drone [55], Protocol Galileo Stealth [61], and DJI Phantom [22]. Galileo Stealth and Swift Stream and some small drones in the market are usually configured at a specific frequency that does not belong to any Wi-Fi’s channel. These drones are very light-weight and cannot carry much weight. They usually utilize a Wi-Fi camera for video streaming and navigation. As the camera is attached to the drone, the wireless signal emitted by the Wi-Fi camera would be very similar to the controlling signal from the drones if there is no shock absorbing mechanism in-place for the camera. We found that it is the case in the drone of our procession in this experiment. Figure 16 shows the accuracy of detecting different drones using Matthan. Matthan performs with the highest detection results for heavy drones such as Bebop, DJI, Galileo Stealth, and ARDrone. We found that those four drones generate similar signatures in body shifting as well as vibration frequency range. The Dronium and Swift Stream drones are more light-weight. We observed that there was less vibration generated in the light-weight drones than the heavier ones, which explains the improved results for the heavier drones.

4.2.6 Drone classification

It is also important to identify which drone is flying in the coverage area after detecting its presence. Though it is not the focus of this work, we want to explore if it is even possible with Matthan. We conducted a classifier based on the physical characteristics of the drones to detect them. The key idea is to identify the frequency of vibration of each drone to detect/classify it. Drones are often uniquely designed in weight, structure, materials, propellers’ size and so on.
Table 1: A table summary of the vibration frequency of different drones $f_v$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drone</th>
<th>Bebop</th>
<th>DJI</th>
<th>Galileo</th>
<th>Dronium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_v$ (Hz)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those characteristics affect the forces generated by the propellers and therefore also affect the vibration frequency of the drones. We employed a similar experimental setup as in section 2.3.1. We attached the IMUs to different drones to collect the motion data. The motion data is then analyzed to determine the central and the dominant frequencies of vibration. According to this central frequency, we approximate the vibration frequency windows as in Table 1.

Figure 17: Confusion matrix from drone classification based on FFT analysis.

5. DISCUSSION

Our system has focused on detecting the presence of drones through their unique inherent physical movement signatures on WiFi domain. We wish to expand our experiments to consider a wider variety of drones and greater distances. Our system should be expanded to incorporate automated channel sensing [47, 48, 14, 35], as the current experiments fix the eavesdropping to a specific communication channel. Such an approach should improve our ability to detect diverse drones that operate with different protocols over the same unlicensed Wi-Fi frequency bands, or that communicate on non-Wi-Fi frequency bands. Our system should also be enhanced to integrate automated antenna steering/beamforming, as our current experiments fix the direction of the antenna. Note that the directional antenna is only used for improving the gain of detection at a certain direction, omni-directional antenna can also be used to detect the presence of the drone. Localizing the position of the drones is the next logical step, but this consideration is outside the scope of this paper.

We would like to conduct experiments that test non-line-of-sight RF detection in the presence of occlusions such as buildings. We intend to pursue further the extent to which Matthan can distinguish between individual drones as well as different types of drones. We also desire to conduct a more detailed examination of fusion algorithms such as boosting and bagging for combining multiple weak detectors into a stronger fused detector. In addition, we wish to detect other aspects of the drone beyond merely its presence, such as its location, speed and direction. Also in the future we hope to address the fact that our system is not currently capable of detecting multiple drones in the same vicinity at the same time. Moreover, we would like to evaluate the impact of the environment, e.g. windy condition, to the accuracy of detection. Finally, while reactive control [9] is considered as one solutions to reduce a number of body-shifting events, Matthan’s algorithm can be slightly modified to update the weight of each evidence to focus more on the impact of the drone’s body vibration in detection.

6. RELATED WORK

Multiple sensing modalities have been employed for drone detection, including audio, video and RF. First, an acoustic approach collects a database of acoustic signatures from different drones and uses this database to compare with observed sound signals to make a decision [23]. Challenges to this approach include detection accuracy in noisy urban environments and at distance, keeping this database updated, and new quieter drone models [50].

Second, a video-based solution employs a camera to detect drones [20]. Challenges to this approach include operation at night, compute-intensive image processing that must distinguish between a drone and say a bird at distance, and occlusion by buildings that limit distance in an urban environment. Thermal cameras have been proposed to detect drones at night [34] but are a relatively expensive technique.

A variety of RF-based solutions have been proposed for drone detection. One approach is to monitor the 1MHz - 6.8GHz band, and any unknown transmitter is assumed to be a drone [19]. This would suffer from false positives. Another approach is MAC address collection and analysis [57], but this can be bypassed easily by spoofing the MAC address. The frequency of packet communication on the uplink and downlink between the drone and its controller has also been used for detection[53]. However, other periodic packet sources at similar rates such as VOIP traffic could be mistaken as drone communication.

Radar-based techniques actively transmit RF waves and look for the reflection to determine the presence of the drone. WiDop [1] is a non-coherent radar system which exploits the modulation produced by a target in a clutter with a non-coherent X-band radar. WiDop is claimed to have advantages over a coherent radar in terms of low cost radar and high range, but there exist disadvantages due to the radar angle and lack of high precision. Another radar technique is passive bistatic radar [80, 10, 52, 51, 54], which consists of a passive receiver to process a received signal from a known source of transmission and reflected signals from the moving target. These systems have advantages of low cost, fast update of the target position and variable frequency allocation. In conjunction with the usage of abundant WiFi sources as reference transmitters, multiple algorithms [17, 6] have been proposed for signal processing in passive bistatic radar systems such as MTI and LS adaptive filters [11] or compressive sensing [42]. Moreover, multistatic radar [18, 39], which includes more than two receivers, is also used to detect flying objects by calculating the radar cross section. The use of multiple receivers increases the accuracy of the system. Radar generally introduces interference due to active transmissions, which is especially problematic when there is a large amount of legitimate packet traffic over RF bands such as Wi-Fi, especially in crowded environments.
7. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced Matthan, a system for detecting the presence of drones by identifying unique signatures of a drone’s body vibration and body shifting in the Wi-Fi signal transmitted by a drone. The joint integrator evaluates evidence from both a frequency-based detector that looks for the maximum frequency peak to be in the range of 50–220 Hz to indicate drone body vibration as well as a wavelet-based detector that captures the sudden shifts of the drone’s body by computing wavelets at different scales from the temporal RF signal. Matthan was prototyped and evaluated using SDR radios in three different real-world environments. When given a mix of data containing both drone and non-drone cases (Wi-Fi-equipped car, walking user with a smartphone on, and no drone scenarios), we showed that Matthan is capable of differentiating drone signals from other mobile wireless devices by achieving high accuracy, precision and recall, all above 90 percent at 50 meters. We also showed how Matthan’s accuracy, precision and recall varies with distance, dropping to 90 percent accuracy and 80–85 percent precision and recall at a distance of 600 meters. Matthan’s performance was studied across seven different drones, where the performance varied only moderately, and Matthan’s performance was studied across seven different environments, again varying only moderately in performance. We also present how Matthan’s performance improves as it is allowed more time to accumulate data. Finally, a confusion matrix illustrates Matthan’s potential to identify specific drones from among seven different drones.
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